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About Asset | SBIT  
 
Over Asset | SBIT  
Asset | SBIT is de studievereniging voor alle studenten Bedrijfseconomie en Information 

Management aan Tilburg University en andere geïnteresseerden in dit vakgebied. Tijdens 

de studie Information Management bestudeer je hoe IT ingezet kan worden om 

bedrijfsdoelstellingen op strategisch, tactisch en operationeel niveau te behalen. De brug 

tussen IT en de bedrijfsvoering staat hierbij centraal.  

 

Verbinding  

Asset | SBIT laat studenten de praktijk ervaren van Information Management. Asset | 

SBIT organiseert hiervoor activiteiten en carrière evenementen en levert leidraden en 

studie gerelateerde informatie over het vakgebied Information Management.  
Asset | SBIT is ook een brug tussen studenten en het bedrijfsleven. Asset | SBIT heeft 

dagelijks contact met bedrijven die stageplaatsen aanbieden of zoeken naar starters op de 

arbeidsmarkt. Via de activiteiten kunnen studenten zich oriënteren op de arbeidsmarkt – waar 

expertise op het snijvlak van bedrijfsvoering en IT erg gewild is. Tot slot is Asset | SBIT ook 

een brug tussen studenten zelf; studenten ontmoeten elkaar tijdens de activiteiten niet alleen 

voor de studie, maar vooral ook voor de gezelligheid.  

 

Theorie en praktijk  

Studieboeken kunnen je niet alles vertellen over Information Management. Ervaar 

Information Management tijdens onze formele evenementen zoals een Case Day en een 

Business Tour of ervaar de praktijk in een internationaal perspectief via een van onze 

studiereizen. Asset | SBIT helpt je tijd vrij te maken voor deze aanvullingen op je studie 

met oefententamens, leidraden, samenvattingen en voorlichtingen.  

 

Het bedrijfsleven  

Weet jij wat je gaat doen wanneer je studie afgerond is? Begin op tijd met jouw 

verkenning van de arbeidsmarkt, bijvoorbeeld via bedrijvenbezoeken, de Economische 

Bedrijvenweek Tilburg (EBT) of op onze formele evenementen. Asset | SBIT is ook het 

aanspreekpunt voor bedrijven op zoek naar stagiair(e)s. Veel studenten vinden via Asset 

| SBIT de ideale omgeving voor hun afstudeeronderzoek.  

 

CV & LinkedIn Service  

Naast verschillende activiteiten en carrière evenementen biedt Asset | SBIT ook een CV 

advies en een LinkedIn advies service aan voor haar studenten. Dit betekend dat je 

samen met iemand van Asset | SBIT gaat kijken hoe jouw CV en LinkedIn verbeterd 

kunnen worden. Het gaat hierbij om de inhoud, maar ook om opmaak. Heb je hier 

interesse in? Stuur een mailtje naar cvreview@asset-sbit.nl  of linkedinservice@asset-

sbit.nl   

 

Medestudenten  

Donderdagmiddagborrels, maandborrels en andere activiteiten die SBIT organiseert zijn 

de ideale gelegenheid om je medestudenten te leren kennen. Deze activiteiten worden 

onder andere georganiseerd voor en door een grote groep actieve leden vanuit 

verschillende commissies.  

Bij Asset | SBIT zijn er altijd en voor iedereen mogelijkheden om actief te worden, zowel 

bij grote, kleine, formele als informele commissies. Heb je interesse, kom dan langs op 

de kamer E116 of stuur een e-mail naar vicevoorzitter@asset-sbit.nl ! 

 

  

mailto:cvreview@asset-sbit.nl
mailto:linkedinservice@asset-sbit.nl
mailto:linkedinservice@asset-sbit.nl
mailto:vicevoorzitter@asset-sbit.nl
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IT Governance - Fundamentals 

IT Governance and failure 
IT Governance: is defined as the processes that ensure the effective and efficient use of 

IT in enabling an organization to achieve its goals. (ITG) 

 

IT Governance gone wrong 
EXAMPLES OF IT GOVERNANCE GONE WRONG (scandal’s) 

 

Scandal #1: Nick Leeson at Barings Bank 
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Scandal #2: Jerome Kerviel – French bank Société Générale 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Corporate Governance: is the mechanisms, processes and relations by which 

corporations are controlled and directed. 

• Governance structures and principles identify the distribution of rights and 

responsibilities among different participants in the corporation (such as the board 

of directors, managers, shareholders, creditors, auditors, regulators, and other 

stakeholders) and includes the rules and procedures for making decisions in 

corporate affairs. 

• Corporate governance includes the processes through which corporations' 

objectives are set and pursued in the context of the social, regulatory and market 

environment. 
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• Governance mechanisms include monitoring the actions, policies, practices, and 

decisions of corporations, their agents, and affected stakeholders. 

• Corporate governance practices are affected by attempts to align interests of 

stakeholders. 

Governance and IT:  

• A systemic breakdown in the human chain of control, so good governance is 

required 

 Corporate governance failed, despite the fact it was all there on paper. 

• Lack of independent confirmation of both external and internal counterparties. 

 Accountants & controllers were not doing a good job. 

• Governance of IT was insufficient allowing for misusage 

 So good governance of IT/IS plays an important role. 

 

 Governance of IT is “the framework for the leadership, organizational structures and 

business processes, standards and compliance with these standards, which ensures that 

the organization's information systems support and enable the achievement of its 

strategies and objectives”. (Alan Calder and Steve Watkins, 2005, IT governance, 3rd 

edition) 

 

 Governance of IT is “specifying the decision rights and accountability framework to 

encourage desirable behavior in using IT”. (Weill and Ross, 2004) 

 

IT Governance & IT Management: IT Governance Institute makes a clear distinction 

between IT governance and IT management. 

 

 IT Governance: Governance ensures that stakeholder needs, conditions and 

options are evaluated to determine balanced, agreed-on enterprise objectives to 

be achieved; setting direction through prioritization and decision making; and 

monitoring performance and compliance against agreed-on direction and 

objectives. 

 

 IT Management: Management plans, builds, runs and monitors activities in 

alignment with the direction set by the governance body to achieve the enterprise 

objectives. 

 

Designing IT Governance:  

 IT decision making differs considerably between enterprises, some are very 

thoughtful in defining accountability and rigorously formalize and communicate the 

decision-making process 

 Without formal IT governance managers are left to resolve isolated issues as they 

arise and decisions can be at odds with each other 

 Most senior managers do not know how IT is governed by their company 

 Companies with a good IT governance process get more value from IT 

 Weill and Ross’ empirical research showed that top performers have a well-designed 

IT governance structure, but there is not a single best structure 

 Managers in top performing companies have a much better understanding of IT 

governance and can apply this in every day decision making. 
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 Effective governance aligns IT investments with overall business priorities, 

determines who makes the decisions and assigns accountability for the outcomes 

 IT is inextricable from other key assets (financial, human, intellectual property, 

physical structure, and organizational relationships) 

 IT governance clearly overlaps with other enterprise wide governance processes 

There are 5 major IT decision domains that each can be addressed at various 

organizational levels and can be used to determine Who should make an be held 

accountable for each decision and there are 6 archetypal approaches to decision making 

ranging from highly centralized to highly decentralized. Which combination is best for 

each combination depends on your company’s strategic driver. 

 

IT Governance – 5 Decision Domains: 
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IT Governance – 6 archetypes: 

 

 

 

 

 

Key players in IT governance Archetypes: 

 

 

Weill and Ross (2004) created a matrix of the Archetypes vs involvement of different 

levels of IT: 
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Governance Arrangement Matrix: 

Combined the results of the 5 major IT governance decision domains and the 6 IT 

governance archetypes in a single page tool, helping to specify, analyze and 

communicate where IT decision are made in the organization. The archetypes determine 

the degree of ‘Centralized’ IT governance.  

(Low = Anarchy, High = Business Monarchy) 

 

UPS Example of the Governance Arrangement Matrix 
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QUESTION: IT Governance Arrangement Matrix 
With respect to Weill and Ross’s IT Governance Arrangement Matrix, identify 

the most typical governance archetype in collecting inputs for the five IT 

decisions in practice. Limit and justify your answer of its typicality ONLY from 

the INPUT perspective.  

Suggested answers: 

Explanation of typicality of federal models from input perspective, based on the 5 

interrelated IT decisions: 

1. The most common governance pattern allowed for broad-based inputs with decision 

rights allocated to separate groups depending on the decision (p 64). 

2. Federal models for IT principles ensure business units a strong voice in defining the 

role of IT (p 66).  

3. Most enterprises attempt to incorporate business strategy considerations into 

architecture decisions via inputs from federal arrangements (p 67).  

4. Significant input from federal arrangement can ensure the designed infrastructure 

to address and support the application requirements of business units (p 68).    

5. Federal models consider enterprise objectives in the process of deploying local 

business applications (p 68).  

6. Federal approaches to IT investment balance enterprise-wide priorities with 

business unit priorities (p 70).  
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Governance Mechanisms: Once types of decisions and archetypes are mapped a 

company must design and implement a coordinated set of governance mechanisms that 

managers will work with daily. 

 

Enterprises generally design 3 types of governance mechanisms: 

1. Decision-making structures 

2. Alignment processes 

3. Formal communications 

 

Governance Mechanisms: Decision-making structures per architype  Organizational 

committees and roles that allocate decision making responsibilities according to intended 

architypes 

1. Monarchy, Federal or Duopoly demand decision-making structures with the 

authority and representation to produce enterprise wide synergies. 

2. Feudal arrangements rely on local decision-making structures. 

3. Anarchy requires no decision-making structure. 

 

Governance Mechanisms: Alignment process  Alignment processes are management 

techniques for securing widespread and effective involvement in governance decisions 

and their implementation. 

 Process for defining, reviewing and prioritizing IT investment proposals for funding. 

 Architecture exception processes to assess the cost and value of projects that differ 

from company standards. 

 SLAs and chargebacks help IT units clarify costs for IT services and instigate 

discussion of the kinds of services the business requires. 

 Formal tracking of business value from IT forces firms to determine the payback on 

completed projects, which helps firms to focus on generating intended benefits. 

 

Governance Mechanisms: Formal Communications  Not communicating properly is a 

huge barrier to 

effective IT governance. Not understanding how decisions are made, what processes are 

implemented and what the desired outcomes are can easily any project. 

 Research indicates that more and timely communication generally means more 

effective governance 

 Communication governance processes are: 

o General announcements 

o Formal committees 

o Regular communication from the office of the CIO or the office of IT 

governance 

o One-on-one session 

o Intranets, etc. 
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Governance Lessons from Top Performers: 

 

 

Effective IT Governance Design: 

Senior management should define enterprise performance objectives and actively design 

governance to facilitate behavior consistent with the objectives throughout the 

enterprise. 

 Identify the company’s need for synergy and autonomy 

 Synergy-autonomy trade-offs. Assess the benefits of cross-selling, standard 

technology platforms or enterprise wide business processes. 

 Establish the role of organizational structure 

 Organizational design and incentive system should reinforce organizational 

priorities for autonomy and synergy. 

 Identify the desirable IT-related behaviors that fall outside the scope of 

organizational structures 

 For example, BU autonomy, but all same set of IT architecture principles 

 The one-page framework can help to achieve all this 

 

IT Governance and Digital Transformation: 

 Digital transformation is the changes associated with the application of digital 

technology in all aspects of human society. 

In 2015 report the MIT Center for Digital Business and Deloitte found that "maturing 

digital businesses are focused on integrating digital technologies, such as social, mobile, 

analytics and cloud, in the service of transforming how their businesses work. Less-

mature digital businesses are focused on solving discrete business problems with 

individual digital technologies. 

 

READ: “A Matrix Approach to Designing IT Governance”1 

                                           
1 READ #7: “A Matrix Approach to Designing IT Governance”, Weill & Ross (2005) 
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READ: Book “IT Governance” Ch.1-32 

Critical facts about Digital Transformation:  

The ability to digitally reimagine the business is determined in large part by a clear digital 

strategy supported by leaders who foster a culture able to change and invent the new. 

 

 Digital maturity: An organization with a clear and coherent digital strategy that has 

transformed processes, talent engagement and business models 

 

 Digital strategy drives digital maturity 

o Only 15% of respondents from companies at the early stages of digital 

maturity have a clear and coherent digital strategy 

 

 The power of a digital transformation strategy lies in its scope and objectives 

o Less digitally mature organizations tend to focus on individual technologies 

and have strategies that are decidedly operational in focus 

o Digital strategies in the most mature organizations are developed with an 

eye on transforming the business 

 

 Maturing digital organizations build skills to realize the strategy 

o Digitally maturing organizations are four times more likely to provide 

employees with needed skills than are organizations at lower ends of the 

spectrum 

o The ability to conceptualize how digital technologies can impact the business 

is a skill lacking in many companies at the early stages of digital maturity 

 

 Employees want to work for digital leaders 

 

 Taking risks becomes a cultural norm 

o Digitally maturing organizations are more comfortable taking risks than their 

less digitally mature peers 

o To make their organizations less risk averse, business leaders have to 

embrace failure as a prerequisite for success 

 

 The digital agenda is led from the top 

o Maturing organizations are nearly twice as likely as less digitally mature 

entities to have a single person or group leading the effort 

 

  

                                           
2 READ #1:  Book – “IT Governance” Ch.1-3, Weill & Ross (2004), Harvard Business School Press 
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QUESTION: Digital Transformation 
Discuss the role of strategy vs. technology in digital transformation. Defend 

your answers.  

 

Suggested answers: 

According the MIT and Deloitte paper: strategy, not technology, drives digital 

transformation.  

The ability to digitally reimagine the business is determined in large part by a 

clear digital strategy supported by leaders who foster a culture able to change and 

invent the new. While these insights are consistent with prior technology 

evolutions, what is unique to digital transformation is that risk taking is becoming 

a cultural norm as more digitally advanced companies seek new levels of 

competitive advantage. 

 

Taking risks becomes a cultural norm. Digitally maturing organizations are more 

comfortable taking risks than their less digitally mature peers. To make their 

organizations less risk averse, business leaders have to embrace failure as a 

prerequisite for success. They must also address the likelihood that employees 

may be just as risk averse as their managers and will need support to become 

bolder.  

 

Digital Transformation Isn’t Really About Technology: The strength of digital 

technologies — social, mobile, analytics and cloud — doesn’t lie in the 

technologies individually. Instead, it stems from how companies integrate them to 

transform their businesses and how they work. 

What separates digital leaders from the rest is a clear digital strategy combined 

with a culture and leadership poised to drive the transformation. The history of 

technological advance in business is littered with examples of companies focusing 

on technologies without investing in organizational capabilities that ensure their 

impact. 

 

READ: MIT and Deloitte paper3,   

                                           
3 READ #4: “Strategy, Not Technology, Drives Digital Transformation”, MIT and Deloitte (2015)  
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IT Governance - SOX and COSO 

SOX + COSO 
Why governance?  

The need for a Governance, like SOX and COSO: 

1. Scandal’s like Enron and Arthur Anderson 

2. The Scandal’s influence 

3. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

 

Scandal #3: Enron company + Arthur Andersen (Enron accountants) 

Enron was formed in 1985 by Kenneth Lay after merging Houston Natural Gas and 

InterNorth and became the largest natural gas seller. 

 

Enron diversified and grew wealthy on the stock exchange 

 Operated a variety of assets including gas pipelines, electricity plants, pulp and 

paper plants, water plants, and broadband services across the globe. 

 Traded contracts for the same products and services with which it was involved. 

 

Enron claimed revenues of US$111 billion in 2000 

 

What happened in 2001? 

 Turned in by internal whistle-blower Sherron Watkins. 

 Enron’s financial flaws were disclosed in 2001 by a report entitled “All Stressed up 

and no place to go” 

o Many of Enron’s recorded assets and profits were inflated, or fraudulent and 

non-existent 

o Debts and losses were put into “offshore” entities (owned by Enron, but not 

in their books) 

o Sophisticated and mysterious financial transactions 

o For example: Used special purpose entities to circumvent accounting 

conventions. Result: Enron's balance sheet understated its liabilities and 

overstated its equity. (leaving all the bad stuff out of the books) 

o Even though all the reports were audited by Arthur Andersen 

All of Enron’s employees lost their retirement savings 

 

Arthur Andersen were Enron’s accountants 

Brilliant history and one of the Big Five accounting firms, with 28,000 employees in the 

US and 85,000 worldwide. Arthur Andersen used its accounting services as a springboard 

to sign up clients for 

Andersen Consulting's more lucrative business. 

 

On paper, Enron had a model board of directors comprising predominantly of outsiders 

with significant ownership stakes and a talented audit committee. (they were personally 

involved with Enron) 

 Wrong incentives for managers 
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 Three of six audit committee members owned nearly 100,000 Enron shares 

The ‘death’ of Andersen 

 Andersen was convicted of obstruction of justice for shredding documents related 

to its audit of Enron 

Lost its customers and surrendered its licenses… 

 

Scandal #4: Weather 

Weather affects operations and profits of energy, agriculture, transportation, 

construction, muni-cipalities, travel, food processors, retail sales and real estate. 

 For example, unreasonably mild winters diminish consumer demand for heating and 

erode the profit margins for utility companies. 

Weather information and forecasts utilized in risk management decision making is often 

referred to as meteorological intelligence 

 

Enron traded on the weather risk market, which makes it possible to manage the 

financial impact of weather through risk transferring instruments based on a defined 

weather element, such as temperature, rain, snow, wind, etc. Weather risk management 

is a way for organizations to limit their financial exposure to disruptive weather events. 

By making a payment (a "premium") to a company that will assume the financial weather 

risk, an organization essentially is buying a type of insurance - the company assuming 

the risk will pay the buyer a pre-set amount of money which will correspond to the loss 

or cost increase caused by the disruptive weather. 

 

Why governance?  Scandal’s influence: 

 Enron has since become a popular symbol of willful corporate fraud and corruption 

 Costs investors billions of dollars and shook public confidence in the nation's securities 

markets 

 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) 

 Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act of 2002 in response 

to a number of major corporate and accounting scandals. 

 Establishes new or enhanced standards in corporate management. 

 Ranges from additional Corporate Board responsibilities to criminal penalties. 

 Covers issues such as corporate governance, internal control assessment, enhanced 

financial disclosure and auditor independence. 

 

Scandal #4: Waste Management Scandal (1998) 
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Scandal #5: WorldCom 

 

 

Why Governance?  General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

Definition General Data Protection Regulation: The protection of natural persons in 

relations to the processing of personal data is a fundamental right. Article (8)1 of the 

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU and Article 16(1) of the Treaty on the 

Functioning of the EU provide that everyone has the right to the protection of personal 

data concerning him or her. 

 

Definition personal data: ‘Personal data’ relate to any personal information which can be 

used to identify you, directly or indirectly, such as your name, your telephone number, 

your email address, your place and date of birth, etc. 

 

Enforceable rights for personal data (rights of people concerning their personal data) 

 The right to be informed that your personal data is being processed in a clear and 

understandable language; 

 The right to have access to your own data; 

 The right to rectify any wrong or incomplete information; 

 The right, in some cases, to object to the processing on legitimate grounds; 

 The right not to be subjected to an automated decision intended to evaluate 

certain personal aspects relating to you, such as your performance at work, 

creditworthiness, reliability, and conduct; and 

 The right to receive compensation from the data controller for any damage you 

suffer, etc. 

Controller’s obligations (obligations of the controllers of the personal data) 
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 To ensure that your rights are observed (i.e. inform you, give access to your 

data); 

 To ensure that data are collected only for specified, explicit and legitimate 

purposes, that they are kept accurate and up to date and for no longer than is 

necessary; 

 To ensure that the criteria for making data-processing legitimate are observed, for 

example, when you give your consent, sign a contract, or have legal obligations, 

etc.; 

 Confidentiality of the processing; 

 Security of the processing; 

 Notification to the data protection authority, in some cases; and 

 To ensure that, when a transfer of data occurs to countries outside the EU, these 

countries guarantee an adequate level of protection. 

 

The 5 elements of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): 

1. Quality Requirements 

Organizations need to comply with stricter Quality Requirements to get authorization to 

process personal data, according to the consent of this process. The data needs to be 

adequate, relevant, not excessive and accurate, and the purpose of processing needs to 

be justified and carefully described. 

 Companies need to carefully describe why they need your data, which specific data 

and what they want to do with it. If not done properly, they can get fined. 

 

2. The Right to be Forgotten. 

Customers of organizations have the right to ask for total deletion of their personal 

information if these are no longer needed for the original goal or if they withdraw their 

permission. 
 

3. The Right of Data Portability 

Customers of organizations have the right to desire that their personal information is 

transferred from one provider to another, when they change their providing organization. 

Organizations are required to cooperate. 

 In general, making transferring data between companies easier if requested by 

customers. 

 

4. The Right to make an Objection 

Customers of organizations have the right to make an Objection to the fact that their 

personal data is used, unless the responsible party has legitimate and forcing reasons to 

do so. Customers have always the Right to make an Objection to the processing of their 

personal data for direct marketing reasons. 

 

5. Profiling of Customers 

In general, organizations do not have the right to, solely based on automated processing 

of personal data, make decisions about customers, including Profiling of Customers, 

unless they have the legal right to do so. Additionally, a specific agreement needs to be 

signed. 

 Makes it more difficult for companies to e.g. deny potential customers based on 

automated processing of personal data. 
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Privacy by design and by default 

Organizations need to limit the processing of personal data as much as possible and they 

need to protect the privacy of the involved as much as possible. Organization need to 

take this into account when new products and services are designed and offered. 

 

GDPR in a nutshell: 

 Improve individual rights, especially online 

 Clear, consistent and uniformly applied EU data protection framework 

 Facilitates EU data flows, but also outside when fulfill requirements (192 countries) 

 72 hours to report a data leak 

Requirements for software building: 

1. Do data protection by design (security upfront, before development!) 

2. Anticipate with impact assessments 

3. Keep records (logs) 

Governance aspect: 

 Assessment enforcement  supervisors 

 Duties & Rights 

 Security 

 Disclosure & Guarantees  
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SOX: 

SOX Key Provisions 

1. SOX Section 302: Internal control certifications 

2. SOX Section 404: Assessment of internal control 

3. SOX Section 802: Criminal Penalties for Violation of SOX 

4. SOX Section 1107: Criminal Penalties for Retaliation Against Whistle-blowers 

 

SOX section 302 

 Quarterly disclosure controls and procedures must be implemented (you have to do 

it and describe it) 

 Robust certification process includes all relevant managers worldwide 

 Extensive questionnaire addresses multiple areas and implies personal 

responsibility (you are personally responsible) 

 Disclosure Committee reviews all responses to determine actions 

 Certifying Officers (CEO & CFO) and external auditors receive unedited, complete 

reports (you can’t make it look better than reality) 

 

SOX section 404 

 Companies are required to publish information in their annual reports concerning 

the scope and adequacy of the internal control structure and procedures for financial 

reporting. This statement shall also assess the effectiveness of such internal 

controls and procedures. 

 The registered accounting firm shall, in the same report, attest to and report on the 

assessment on the effectiveness of the internal control structure and procedures 

for financial reporting. 

 

SOX Section 404 Key Terms 

 Materiality: Information is material if its omission or misstatement could influence 

the economic decision of users taken based on the financial statements. 

o Materiality depends on the size of the item or error judged in the particular 

circumstances of its omission or misstatement. 

o Thus, materiality provides a threshold or cut-off point rather than being a 

primary qualitative characteristic which information must have if it is to be 

useful. 

 

 Control Deficiency: The design or operation of a control that does not allow 

management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned 

functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. 

o If you want to have good IT governance it is important to minimize control 

deficiencies 

 

Example: A member of the accounting department has been assigned 

responsibility to perform reconciliations on all bank accounts on a monthly basis. 

This person also has responsibility for opening the mail and preparing the daily 

deposit to the bank. The person’s manager is required to review each 

reconciliation when completed, but the manager does not consistently sign off on 

the reconciliation indicating review. 
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SOX 404: Assessment of internal control 

 Management must base its assessment of internal control using a comprehensive 

framework such as the COSO Integrated Framework on Internal Control 

 If a material weakness is found by management, its report cannot conclude that 

internal control is effective. (a threat to materiality)  

 The auditor must include 2 opinions: (after giving an opinion the auditor becomes 

responsible) 

1. An opinion on the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting 

and 

2. An opinion on management’s assessment of internal control. 

 

Materiality in IS Audit 

Material Weakness => Ineffective system in accounting practices that could possibly lead 

to a misrepresentation of data, which could occur if the internal checks and balances put 

in place by a firm are inadequate in discovering errors and preventing them from 

occurring again. 

 

 If a material weakness is not addressed properly, the company runs the risk of 

damaging all future data regarding earnings and expenses. To properly resolve the 

problem, it may involve employing the services of other management officials. 

 

 While assessing materiality, the IS auditor should consider: 

 The aggregate level of error acceptable to management, the IS auditor, appropriate 

regulatory agencies and other stakeholders (you have to take into account the 

opinions of these parties) 

 The potential for the cumulative effect of small errors or weaknesses to become 

material 

 Not all errors are material, but once aggregated they could become material.  

 

READ: G6 Materiality4 

 

Audit Report 

Audit Report => A formal opinion, or disclaimer thereof, issued by either an internal 

auditor or an independent external auditor as a result of an internal or external audit or 

evaluation performed on a legal entity or subdivision thereof (called an “auditee”). 

 

The report is subsequently provided to a “user” as an assurance service for the user to 

make decisions based on the results of the audit. 

1. Unqualified Opinion report 

2. Qualified Opinion report 

3. Adverse Opinion report 

4. Disclaimer of Opinion report 

5. Going concern 

                                           
4 READ #3: “G6 Materiality Concepts for Auditing Information Systems”, ISACA (2008) 
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READ: HSBC5 + PHILIPS6 

 

SOX Compliance and IT-related Controls: 

 

 In business and accounting, IT controls are specific activities performed by persons or 

systems designed to ensure that business objectives are met. 

 They are a subset of an enterprise's internal control. 

 

 IT control objectives relate to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and 

the overall management of the IT function of the business enterprise. 

 

IT controls are often described in 2 categories: 

1. IT general controls (ITGC) which include controls over the Information Technology 

(IT) environment, computer operations, access to programs and data, program 

development and program changes. (generally, controls in the system) 

2. IT application controls refer to transaction processing controls, sometimes called 

"input-processing-output" controls. (generally, controls on the use of the system) 

 

IT general controls: Represent the foundation of the IT control structure. They help 

ensure the reliability of data generated by IT systems and support the assertion that 

systems operate as intended and that output is reliable. 

 

Includes the following types of controls: 

 Control environment, designed to shape the corporate culture or "tone at the top." 

(= high level management need to be knowledgeable with IT) 

                                           
5 READ #5: HSBC USA Inc. “Report of Independent Registered Public Account Firm”, KPMG (2011) 
6 READ #6: Philips “Independent auditors’ report on internal control over financial reporting”, 

KPMG (2015)  
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 Software development life cycle standards - controls designed to ensure IT projects 

are effectively managed. 

 Logical access policies, standards and processes - controls designed to manage 

access based on business need. 

 Change management procedures - controls designed to ensure changes meet 

business requirements and are authorized. 

 Source code/document version control procedures - controls designed to protect 

the integrity of program code 

 Incident management policies and procedures - controls designed to address 

operational processing errors. 

 Problem management policies and procedures - controls designed to identify and 

address the root cause of incidents. 

 Technical support policies and procedures - policies to help users perform more 

efficiently and report problems. 

 Disaster recovery/backup and recovery procedures, continued processing despite 

adverse conditions. 

 Hardware/software configuration, installation, testing, policies and procedures. 

 Physical security - controls to ensure the physical security of information technology 

from individuals and from environmental risks. 

 

IT Application Controls: IT application or program controls are performed 

automatically by the systems and designed to ensure the complete and accurate 

processing of data, from input through output. 

 These controls vary based on the business purpose of the specific application. 

 These controls help to ensure the privacy and security of data transmitted between 

applications. 

 

Included the following types of controls: 

 Completeness checks - controls that ensure all records were processed from 

initiation to completion. 

 Validity checks - controls that ensure only valid data is input or processed. 

 Identification - controls that ensure all users are uniquely and irrefutably identified. 

 Authentication - provide an authentication mechanism in the application system. 

 Authorization - ensure only approved business users have access to the application 

system. 

 Input controls - ensure data integrity fed from upstream sources into the application 

system. 

 Forensic controls - control that ensure data is scientifically correct and 

mathematically correct based on inputs and outputs 

 

Strategies for SOX Compliance 

1. Understand SOX requirements 

2. Set aside sufficient resources 

3. Get everyone involved 

4. Create independent audit committee 

5. Educate everyone 

6. Evaluate auditors 

7. Make required changes 
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8. Prepare for the future 

 

Impact of SOX on Stakeholders: SOX 404 & 302 had a significant impact on: 

 Board of Directors’ responsibilities 

 Management’s responsibilities 

 Internal Audit Department resources and responsibilities 

 Costs of compliance 

 

Management’s Certifications: The CEO and CFO must personally certify to the: 

 Accuracy of financial statements 

 Adequacy & effectiveness of disclosure controls and procedures (SOX 302) 

 Adequacy & effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting (SOX 404) 

 Completeness of all disclosures that materially impact the financial statements or 

relate to frauds involving management with a significant role in internal controls 

over financial reporting 

 

Impact on Board of Directors 

 Increased liability & responsibility for Audit Committee members 

 Qualifications for Audit Committee members more stringent (“financial expert” 

requirement) 

 Director, Internal Audit reports directly to the Chairman of the Audit Committee 

 Whistleblower Policy implemented with reports to the Audit Committee Chair 

As a result, the Audit Committee has: 

 Increased focus on internal controls & audit results 

 Demanded swift remediation of internal control weaknesses 

 Supported the addition of Internal Audit resources to support compliance efforts 

 Initiated discussion over business risk management strategies across the 

organization 

 

Impact on Management 

 Certifying officers (CEO & CFO) are personally liable for undisclosed issues and 

misstatements 

 Potential for large penalties and prison sentences 

 Increased accountability to Board 

 Increased focus on internal controls & audit results 

 Required swift remediation of internal control weaknesses 

 Reliance on transparency of quarterly disclosure certification process 

 Continued to set a strong “Tone at the Top”  

 

Benefits of SOX 404 & 302 

 Increased knowledge of internal controls throughout the organization 

 Ownership of internal controls within the organization 

 More rapid remediation of deficiencies 

 Increased transparency over events that may impact the financial statements and 

disclosures (SOX 302) 
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 Increased focus on Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and integration of related 

control structure into organizations [COSO ERM CUBE] 

o Boards and management are being asked why they did not foresee the 

potential impact of major risks 

o Debt ratings agencies (Standard & Poor’s) are starting to ask about ERM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The COSO Framework: 

COSO Information: 

 Originally formed in 1985, COSO is a joint initiative of five private sector 

organizations and is dedicated to providing thought leadership through the 

development of frameworks and guidance on enterprise risk management (ERM) 

internal control and fraud deterrence. 

 All public companies should maintain internal controls that provide reasonable 

assurance that fraudulent financial reporting will be prevented or subject to early 

detection-this is a broader concept than internal accounting controls… 

 The Commission also recommends that its sponsoring organizations cooperate on 

developing additional, integrated guidance on internal controls… 

 COSO is short for the General Control Model by the Committee of Sponsoring 

Organizations of the Treadway Commission 

 In 2013, COSO issued a comprehensive update to its original 1992 Internal Control 

- Integrated Framework. This COSO framework is the de facto framework used by 

more than 99 percent of the organizations required to comply with Section 404 – 

Internal Controls over Financial Reporting (ICFR) requirement of the Sarbanes-

Oxley Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act (SOX). 

 

COSO ERM Cube: 

 COSO broadly defines enterprise risk management 

(ERM) as: “The culture, capabilities and practices 

integrated with strategy-setting and its execution, that 

organizations rely on to manage risk in creating, 

preserving and realizing value.” 

 

TOP: The cube has 4 organizational levels / 

categories of objectives:  

1. Strategic – relating to high-level goals, aligned with 

and supporting the entity’s mission 

2. Operations – relating to effective and efficient use of the entity's resources 

3. Reporting – relating to the reliability of the entity’s reporting 

4. Compliance – relating to the entity's compliance with applicable laws and 

regulations. 
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FRONT: There are 8 components of enterprise risk management,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Definition of Internal Control:  The COSO framework defines internal control as: 

A process, effected by an entity’s board of directors, management and other personnel, 

designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives in the 

following categories: 

 Assurance of alignment/working towards strategic/high level goals 

 Efficiency and effectiveness of operations 

 Reliability of (financial and other) reporting 

 Compliance with laws and regulations 
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COSO Internal Control Cube: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COSO Internal Control Principles 

1. Control Environment  audit 

committee, board of 

directors, policies 

 Commitment to integrity 

and ethical values 

 Independent board of directors’ oversight 

 Structures, reporting lines, authorities and responsibilities 

 Attract, develop and retain competent people 

 People held accountable for internal control 

 
2. Risk Assessment  objectives, analysis, … 

 Clear objectives specified 

 Risks identified to achievement of objectives 

 Potential for fraud considered, Significant changes identified and assessed 

 

3. Control Activities  procedures, security, change management 

 Control activities selected and developed 

 General IT controls selected and developed 

 Controls deployed through policies and procedures 

 
4. Information and Communication  quality of info, effectiveness of communication 

 Quality information obtained, generated and used 

 Internal control information internally communicated 

 Internal control information externally communicated 

 
5. Monitoring Activities  ongoing, evaluations, reporting 

 Ongoing and/or separate evaluations conducted 

 Internal control deficiencies evaluated and communicated 

 

READ: COSO ERM Questionnaire7, COSO & COBIT integrated Audit Questionnaire8 

READ: COSO’s Internal Control Framework9,COSO & SOX Compliance10 

                                           
7 READ #8: “COSO Enterprise Risk Management Diagnostic Questionnaire”, 

www.knowledgeleader.com 
8 READ #11: “COSO & COBIT Integrated Audit Questionnaire.xls” 
9 READ #9: “An Overview of COSO’s 2013 Internal-Control Integrated Framework”, Lord S. 

(2013), Mc Gladrey 
10 READ #10: “The 2013 COSO Framework & SOX Compliance: One Approach to an Effective 

Transition”, J.S. McNally (2013) 
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Business, IT and Audit Triangle:  

Alignment among business, IT and audit is not 

only needed to design and build a technically 

infrastructure (company), but also to formulate 

business strategies that complement, support 

and evaluate this infra. 

 

Audit and Business – IT alignment 

 Internal Control Shield  Undesirable Events: Access, Fraud, Errors, Mischief 

 Exposure and Risk 

 Proper internal control shields against undesired events, among other things. 

 

The Role of IT Auditors in this Triangle 

1. Review the IT governance processes within the organization to ensure ‘fit for 

purpose’ 

2. Provide reasonable assurance about the adequacy and effectiveness of the risk 

management and control framework in place 

3. To provide assurance that the significant risks are being managed effectively 

4. To facilitate the strengthening and improvement of the corporate (IT) governance 

framework 
 

 Problem with Business, IT and Audit alignment: Money! (expensive…) 

 

 

QUESTION: Business-IT-Audit Triangle 
Explain the business, IT and audit triangle and the role of IT auditors in this 

triangle.  

 

Suggested Answers 

Alignment among business, IT and audit is not only feasible to design and build a 

technically sophisticated infrastructure for the company, but also to formulate 

business strategies that complement, support and evaluate this infrastructure. IT 

and business can support and mutually inform each other. While auditor is the 

party to examine the formulation and the maintenance of such linkages.  

The Role of IT Auditors in this Triangle: 

- To review the corporate (IT) governance processes within the organization 

to ensure ‘fit for purpose’ 

- To provide reasonable assurance about the adequacy and effectiveness of 

the risk management and control framework in place 

- To provide assurance that the significant risks are being managed effectively 

- To facilitate the strengthening and improvement of the corporate (IT) 

governance framework 
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QUESTION: COSO vs. COBIT vs. Operational Risk Management Framework 
Explain the relationships among COSO, COBIT and Operational Risk 

Management Framework. 

Suggested answers: 

COBIT is an IT governance framework and supporting toolset developed by 

ISACA, covering both management and governance domains of IT. COBIT is 

considered as being complementary to COSO when related to the IT-related 

controls. COBIT is seen to provide a governance and assurance role in IT while 

COSO providing guidance for corporate management.  

 

Regulatory requirements, e.g. those imposed by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 

frequently require organizations to have frameworks in place for risk mitigation, 

monitoring and control. COBIT provides an attractive option to meet such 

requirements when mentioning IT-related controls. COBIT is one of the most 

commonly used frameworks to comply with Sarbanes-Oxley. 

 

But IT is not the only territory of enterprise governance. Operational risk can 

come from various sources including process, people, technology and external. By 

implementing a risk management framework, organizations can reduce the 

likelihood of unexpected disruptive business events in their business environment 

when dealing with operations.  

 

As a result, enterprise can increase their operating margins, reduce earnings 

volatility, enhance process efficiency, improve regulatory compliance and optimize 

cash flow reserves. OpRisk framework can complementary to COSO and COBIT in 

terms of handling operational level related risks and setting up the corresponding 

controls.  

 

 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarbanes-Oxley_Act
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Recap Internal Controls + Type of Controls 

 Internal Controls (IC) are operating practices or activities that are established to 

provide reasonable assurance that specific objectives will be achieved. Primary objectives 

of an IC system are: 

 Compliance with applicable policies, procedures, plans, laws, regulations and 

contracts 

 Reliability and integrity of information 

 Economic and efficient use of resources 

 Safeguarding of assets. 

 

The 5 "Components of Internal Control": 

1. Control Environment  sets the overall tone of the organization; 

2. Risk Assessment  management's identification of risk 

3. Information and Communication System  recording transactions and 

communication resp. 

4. Monitoring  assessment of internal control over time 

5. Existing Control Activities  policies and procedures 

 

Controls can be directive, preventative or detective: 

 Directive controls are those designed to establish desired outcomes 

- Policies & procedures, Laws and regulations, Training seminars,  Job 

descriptions, Meetings 

 Preventative c. are designed to prevent errors/irregularities/undesirable events 

from occurring 

- Segregation of duties (authorization, recordkeeping & custody of the related 

assets should not be performed by the one same individual) 

- Physical control over assets, Locking office door to discourage theft, 

shredding documents 

- Using passwords to restrict computer access 

 Detective controls are those designed to detect and correct undesirable events 

which have occurred.  Below are several examples of each control. 

- Exception reports which list incorrect or invalid entries or transactions 

- Reviews and comparisons, Reconciliations, Physical counts of inventories 

 Corrective: correct things that went wrong… 

I 

nternal Control is not always good if: 

 It is excessive. A control that unnecessarily increases the complexity of a 

transaction process without adding value to the activity being controlled is 

ineffective and a waste of resources 

 Have costs that outweigh the derived benefits. 

 

Establishing and maintaining a system of IC is the responsibility of management, they 

should: 

1. Maintain adequate policies and procedures; 

2. Communicate these policies and procedures; and 

3. Monitor compliance with policies and practices.  
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READ: A Guide for Management by IC practitioners11 

QUESTION: Internal Control to prevent Fraud (Nick Leeson @ Barings Bank) 

a. From the case about Nick Leeson at Barings Bank, identify six effective 

controls to prevent similar cases from happening in the future.   

 

Case in summary: 

Nick Leeson (Barings Bank) was not allowed in risk-taking stock trade at the 

Singapore Exchange. However, he did speculate and places bets on the direction of 

price movements on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. Did well at first, soon loses all lot of 

money! He used a so called 8888 error account 'to correct' (hide...) his trade 

mistakes. SIMEX though the error account was the account of a Barings' customer, 

not the bank itself! 

 

What went wrong: 

- Floor trader, then -> General Manager AND Head trader (normally splitted 

functions!) 

- Even though a senior executive mentioned his concern on lack of clear reporting 

lines, management failed to investigate these warnings 

- 1994: internal audit reported lack of internal control and made recommendations 

- N. Leeson used an 'hidden' error account to cover his illegal trades 

 

Suggested answers: 

(A) The banks should implement and strictly follow some fundamental controls. 

Example controls include (any 6 points):  

– Relevant internal controls, including independent risk management, must be established 

for all business activities. For instance, top management and the Audit Committee must 

ensure that significant weaknesses identified to them by internal audit or otherwise, are 

resolved quickly. 

– Clear segregation of duties is fundamental to any effective control system. Responsibility 

for each business activity must be clearly established and communicated.  

– Strengthen access control mechanisms to avoid fictitious trading – the login and password 

should be only used by authorized persons. For each transaction, both digital signature 

and authentication are recommended.  

– Set and monitor gross trading limits held by each trader.  

– Setup independent confirmation of both external (such as clearing) and internal 

counterparties (such as settlement) to the trades that had been made.  

– Review all transactions, or at least voided/mistaken transactions, executed by each trader. 

– Management teams have a duty to understand fully the businesses they manage. Follow-

up by management as and when alarms were raised.  

– Strengthen the audit (IT and general) functions  

 

 

                                           
11 READ #2: SARBANES-OXLEY SECTION 404: A Guide for Management by Internal Control 

Practitioners (p.1-17), IIA (2008) 
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b. According to the Basel Committee, banks should develop, implement and 

maintain a Framework for Operational Risk Management that is fully 

integrated into the bank’s overall risk management processes. Discuss 

what this Framework should clearly document/include. 

(B) This Framework should document/include: 

 identify the governance structures used to manage operational risk, including 

reporting lines and accountabilities;  

 describe the risk assessment tools and how they are used;  

 describe the bank’s accepted operational risk appetite and tolerance, as well as 

thresholds or limits for inherent and residual risk, and approved risk mitigation 

strategies and instruments;  

 describe the bank’s approach to establishing and monitoring thresholds or limits for 

inherent and residual risk exposure;  

 establish risk reporting and Management Information Systems (MIS);  

 provide for a common taxonomy of operational risk terms to ensure consistency of 

risk identification, exposure rating and risk management;  

 provide for appropriate independent review and assessment of operational risk; and  

 require the policies to be reviewed whenever a material change.  

 

QUESTION: 4 Types of Controls 
In the lectures, we explain four typical types of controls, viz., directive, 

preventive, detective and corrective controls.  Here please give 8 examples for 

the controls over change management process. Make sure at least one example 

for each type of controls.  

 

Example Controls Directive Preventive Detective Corrective 

Formal policy/procedure on change 

management 

*    

An additional signature is required 

for emergency change 

 *   

Segregation of duty  *   

Request, authorize, change and 

review are separated 

 *   

Preset authorization levels   *   

Report of change reviewed and 

matched against change document 

and live/production environment 

  *  

Proper review of change and 

testing reports by Internal Audit 

  *  

Incorrect changes adjusted and 

resubmitted  

   * 
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QUESTION: COSO Framework and COBIT 
With respect to the enterprise governance frameworks,  

a. Explain the four objectives of using the COSO framework in companies. 

Suggested answers: 

(1)  The COSO framework defines internal control as a process, effected by an entity’s 

board of directors, management and other personnel, designed to provide reasonable 

assurance regarding the achievement of objectives in the following categories: 

 Assurance of alignment/working towards strategic/high level goals 

 Efficiency and effectiveness of Operations 

 Reliability of (financial and other) reporting 

 Compliance with laws and regulations  

 

b. Briefly describe how COBIT has evolved from version 1 to version 5. 

Suggested answers: 

(2) From version 1 to 5.  

COBIT, initially an acronym for "Control objectives for information and related 

technology" (though before the release of the framework people talked of "CobiT" as 

"Control Objectives for IT". Providing process guidelines on IT audit.  

In 1998, the second edition added "Control" by considering what to audit.  

Then In 2000, the third edition was released "Management Guidelines" by providing the 

managerial perspective from a holistic approach on what/how to control.  

The process focus of COBIT 4.1 is illustrated by a process model that subdivides IT into 

four domains. It acts as an integrator of these different guidance materials, summarizing 

key objectives under one umbrella framework that link the good practice models with 

governance and business requirements. 

COBIT 5 provides a set of recommended best practices for governance and control 

process of information systems and technology with the essence of aligning IT with 

business. COBIT 5 consolidates COBIT4.1, Val IT and Risk IT into a single framework 

acting as an enterprise framework aligned and interoperable with TOGAF and ITIL. 

c. Explain the relationship between the COSO and COBIT frameworks. 

Suggested answers: 

(3) The relationship between COSO and COBIT 

COBIT is an IT governance framework and supporting toolset developed by ISACA, 

covering both management and governance domains of IT. COBIT is considered as being 

complementary to COSO when related to the IT-related controls. They see COBIT as 

providing a governance and assurance role while COSO providing guidance for corporate 

management.  

Regulatory requirements, e.g. those imposed by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, frequently 

require organizations to have frameworks in place for risk mitigation, monitoring and 

control. COBIT provides an attractive option to meet such requirements when mentioning 

IT-related controls. COBIT is one of the most commonly used frameworks to comply with 

Sarbanes-Oxley. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarbanes-Oxley_Act
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IT Governance - COBIT 

COBIT for IT Governance and IT Audit 
COBIT Basics 

Control Objectives for Information and related Technology 

The COBIT 5 good-practice framework for Governance and management of Enterprise IT 

(GEIT) incorporates many widely accepted concepts and theories from general 

management and academic IT literature 

 

Background 

 COBIT was first released in 1996, the current version, COBIT 5 was published in 

June 2012. 

 Its mission is “to research, develop, publish and promote an authoritative, up-to-

date, international set of generally accepted information technology control 

objectives for day-to-day use by business managers, IT professionals and assurance 

professionals.”. 

 It is structured and organized to provide a powerful control model. 

 

Where Does COBIT Fit? 
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COBIT & Other IT Management Frameworks 

Organizations will consider and use a variety of IT models, standards and best practices. 

These must be understood in order to consider how they can be used together, with 

COBIT acting as the consolidator (‘umbrella’). 

 

Enterprise Benefits: 

Enterprises and their executives strive to: 

 Maintain quality information to support business decisions. 

 Generate business value from IT-enabled investments, i.e., achieve strategic goals 

and realise business benefits through effective and innovative use of IT. 

 Achieve operational excellence through reliable and efficient application of 

technology. 

 Maintain IT-related risk at an acceptable level. 

 Optimise the cost of IT services and technology. 

 

How can these benefits be realized to create enterprise stakeholder value? 

 

Stakeholder Value 

 Delivering enterprise stakeholder value requires good governance and management 

of information and technology (IT) assets. 

 Enterprise boards, executives and management have to embrace IT like any other 

significant part of the business. 

 External legal, regulatory and contractual compliance requirements related to 

enterprise use of information and technology are increasing, threatening value if 

breached. 

 COBIT 5 provides a comprehensive framework that assists enterprises to achieve 

their goals and deliver value through effective governance and management of 

enterprise IT. 

 

Banks’ Ongoing Issues 
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 External environment: Regulation vs. Agility 

 Organizational structure and processes 

 Demand and supply sides of the IT Governance 

 

 

The COBIT 5 Framework 

 Simply stated, COBIT 5 helps enterprises create optimal value from IT by maintaining 

a balance between realizing benefits and optimizing risk levels and resource use. 

 COBIT 5 enables information and related technology to be governed and managed in a 

holistic manner for the entire enterprise, taking in the full end-to-end business and 

functional areas of responsibility, considering the IT-related interests of internal and 

external stakeholders. 

 The COBIT 5 principles and enablers are generic and useful for enterprises of all sizes, 

whether commercial, not-for-profit or in the public sector. 

 

COBIT 5: Now One Complete Business Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COBIT 5 Principles 

1. Meeting Stakeholder Needs 

2. Covering the Enterprise End-To-End 

3. Applying a Single Integrated Framework 

4. Enabling a Holistic Approach 

5. Separating Governance from Management 

 

1. Meeting Stakeholder Needs 

 Enterprises exist to create value for their stakeholders. 

 Enterprises have many stakeholders, and ‘creating value’ means different-and 

sometimes conflicting things to each of them. 

 Governance is about negotiating and deciding amongst different stakeholders’ value 

interests. 
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 The governance system should consider all 

stakeholders when making benefit, resource 

and risk assessment decisions. 

 For each decision, the following can and should 

be asked: 

o Who receives the benefits? 

o Who bears the risk? 

o What resources are required? 

 

 Stakeholder needs must be transformed into an 

enter-prise’s practical strategy. 

 The COBIT 5 goals cascade translates stakeholder 

needs into specific, practical and customized goals 

within the context of the enterprise, IT-related 

goals and enabler goals. 

 It allows the definition of priorities for 

implementation, improvement and assurance of 

enterprise governance of IT based on strategic 

enterprise objectives and the related risk. 

 

In practice, the goals cascade: 

 Defines relevant and tangible goals and objectives 

at various levels of responsibility. 

 Filters the knowledge base, based on enterprise 

goals, to extract relevant guidance 

implementation, improvement or assurance 

projects. 

 Clearly identifies and communicates how (sometimes very operational) enablers are 

important to achieve enterprise goals. 

 

2. Covering the Enterprise End-to-end 

 Integrates governance of enterprise IT into 

enterprise governance. 

 Covers all functions and processes required 

to govern and manage enterprise information 

and related technologies wherever that 

information may be processed. 
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3. Applying a Single Integrated Framework 

 COBIT 5 aligns with the latest relevant other standards and frameworks used by 

enterprises: 

 Enterprise: COSO, COSO ERM, ISO/IEC 9000, ISO/IEC 31000 

 IT-related: ISO/IEC 38500, ITIL, ISO/IEC 27000 series, TOGAF, PMBOK/PRINCE2, 

CMMI 

 This allows the enterprise to use COBIT 5 as the overarching governance and 

management framework integrator. 

 

4. Enabling a Holistic Approach 

The COBIT 5 framework describes 7 categories of enablers: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Separating Governance from Management 

 The COBIT 5 framework makes a clear distinction between governance and 

management. 

These 3 disciplines: 

 Encompass different types of activities 

 Require different organizational structures 

 Serve different purposes 

 

 Governance: In most enterprises, governance is the responsibility of the board of 

directors under the leadership of the chairperson. 

 Management: In most enterprises, management is the responsibility of the executive 

management under the leadership of the CEO. 

 

 Governance ensures that enterprise objectives are achieved by evaluating 

stakeholder needs, conditions and options; setting direction through prioritization 

and decision making; and monitoring performance, compliance & progress against 

agreed direction & objectives (EDM). 

 

 Management plans, builds, runs and monitors activities in alignment with the 

direction set by the governance body to achieve the enterprise objectives (PBRM). 
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 COBIT 5 brings together the five principles that allow the enterprise to build an 

effective governance and management framework based on a holistic set of seven 

enablers that optimizes information and technology investment and use for the 

benefit of stakeholders. 

 

 COBIT 5 is not prescriptive, but it 

advocates that organizations 

implement governance and 

management processes such that the 

key areas are covered, as shown:  

 

 An enterprise can organize its 

processes as it sees fit, if all necessary 

governance and management 

objectives are covered.  

 COBIT 5 includes a process reference model (PRM), which defines and describes 

in detail a number of governance and management processes. The details of this 

specific enabler model can be found in the COBIT 5: Enabling Processes volume. 

 

Enabling Processes 

Enabling Processes complements COBIT 5 and contains a detailed reference guide to the 

processes that are defined in the COBIT 5 process reference model: 

 In Ch. 2, the COBIT 5 goals cascade is recapitulated and complemented with a set 

of example metrics for the enterprise goals and the IT related goals. 

 In Ch. 3, the COBIT 5 process model is explained and its components defined. 

 Ch. 4 shows the diagram of this process reference model. 

 Ch. 5 contains the detailed process information for all 37 COBIT-5 processes in the 

PRM. 
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How to Achieve Strategic Alignment? 

 A generic list of enterprise goals, IT-related goals and its interrelationship has been 

established based on many in-depth interviews in different sectors and expert team 

interrogations. 

 This now constitutes the core entry point of COBIT 5, implying that organizations 

should always start with analysing their alignment situation through defining and 

linking enterprise goals and IT-related goals. 

 Important to mention is that COBIT 5 uses the word “Enterprise Goals” instead of 

“Business Goals” as referenced in COBIT 4. With this shift, COBIT 5 wants to 

explicitly include both profit and non-profit (government) types of enterprises. 

 Also, COBIT 5 talks about “IT-related goals” and not about “IT goals” addressing 

the conviction that both business and IT people have “IT-related” responsibilities in 

realizing value out of IT. 

 

Enterprise goals and IT-related goals: 

 

IT related goals: uses the 4 key elements of the Balance Scorecard !! 

1. Corporate 

2. Customer 

3. Internal 

4. Learning & Grownth 
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COBIT related to other standards 
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For Managers, Users and Auditors, COBIT 

 Strengthens the understanding, design, implementation, exercise, and evaluation 

of internal control through improved focus on information criteria and IT-related 

control objectives 

 Strengthens management’s efforts to “ensure” and audit’s efforts to provide 

“assurance” 

 

Need for the VAL IT Framework 

An organization needs stronger governance over IT investments if: 

 IT investments are not supporting the business strategy or providing expected value 

 There are too many projects, resulting in inefficient use of resources 

 Projects often are delayed, run over budget, and/or do not provide the needed 

benefits 

 There is an inability to cancel projects when necessary 

 It needs to ensure compliance to industry or governmental regulations 

 

Is a comprehensive and pragmatic organizing framework that enables the creation of 

business value from IT-enabled investments. 

 Val IT integrates a set of practical and proven governance principles, processes, 

practices and supporting guidelines that help boards, executive management 

teams and other enterprise leaders to realize value from IT investments. 

 

Val IT provides direct support to executives at all management levels across both 

business and IT organizations 

 From the CEO and other leaders within the C-suite, to managers and 

administrators directly involved in the selection, procurement, development, 

implementation, deployment and benefits realization processes. 

 

Used with considerable success by leading organizations 

 Provides business and IT decision makers with a comprehensive, consistent, and 

coherent approach to creating concrete and measurable business value. 

 

Val IT a Comprehensive Approach 

Many enterprises practice elements of Val IT™ already 

 Val IT™ provides a consistent, repeatable and comprehensive approach 

 IT and business become equal shareholders because Val IT™ helps management to 

answer these key questions: 
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The Seven Principles of Val IT™ 

IT-enabled investments will: 

1. Be managed as a portfolio of investments 

2. Include the full scope of activities required to achieve business value 

3. Be managed through their full economic life cycle 

 

Value delivery practices will: 

4. Recognize different categories of investments to be evaluated and managed 

differently 

5. Define and monitor key metrics and respond quickly to any changes or deviations 

6. Engage all stakeholders and assign appropriate accountability for delivery of 

capabilities and realization of business benefits 

7. Be continually monitored, evaluated and improved 

 

Understanding the Concept of ‘Value’ 

Within the Val IT framework, value is defined as the total life-cycle benefits net of related 

costs, adjusted for risk and (in the case of financial value) for the time value of money. 

 

The nature of value differs for different types of enterprises. 

 While commercial enterprises tend to view value primarily in financial terms-often 

simply as the increase in profit to the enterprise that arises from the investment. 

 For the public sector, or not-for-profit enterprises, value is more complex, and 

often, though not always, non-financial in nature. Such as achieving public policy 

outcomes, improvement in the quantity and quality of services provided to those 

whom the enterprise exists to serve (e.g., citizens for the public sector and 

beneficiaries of charities) and/or the net increase in income that is available to 

provide those services, either or both of which arise from the investment. 

 VAL IT domains & processes 
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COBIT 5 Implementation 

 The improvement of the governance of enterprise IT (GEIT) is widely recognised by 

top management as an essential part of enterprise governance AND The need to 

drive more value from IT investments and manage an increasing array of IT-related 

risk has never been greater. 

 Increasing regulation and legislation over business use of information is also driving 

heightened awareness of the importance of a wellgoverned and managed IT 

environment. 

 ISACA has developed the COBIT 5 framework to help enterprises implement sound 

governance enablers. Indeed, implementing good GEIT is almost impossible without 

engaging an effective governance framework. Best practices and standards are also 

available to underpin COBIT 5. 

 Frameworks, best practices and standards are useful only if they are adopted and 

adapted effectively. There are challenges that need to be overcome and issues that 

need to be addressed if GEIT is to be implemented successfully. 

 

COBIT 5 Implementation 

Main phases (+3 lifecycles [on the right ]) 

1. What are the drivers? 

2. Where are we now? 

3. Where do we want to be? 

4. What needs to be done? 

5. How do we get there? 

6. Did we get there? 

7. How do we keep the momentum going? 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

READ: COBIT 5 paper12  

                                           
12 READ #5: “Enterprise Governance of Information Technology: Achieving…”, S. De Haes & W. 

Van Grembergen (2015) 

#1. Outer ring: Programme 

management: 

1. Initiate programme 

2. Define problems and 

opportunities 

3. Define road map 

4. Plan programme 

5. Execute plan 

6. Realize benefits 

7. Review effectiveness #2. Middle ring: Change 

enablement: 

1. Establish desire to change 

2. Form implementation team 

3. Communicate outcome 

4. Identify role players 

5. Operate and use 

6. Embed new approaches 

7. Sustain 

#3. Inner ring: Continual  

improvement life cycle: 

1. Recognize need to act 

2. Assess current state 

3. Define target state 

4. Build improvements 

5. Implement improvements 

6. Operate and measure 

7. Monitor and evaluate 
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Entrepreneurship & The Business Model 

The Entrepreneurial Process 
Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship is a way of thinking, reasoning and acting that is 

opportunity obsessed, holistic in approach, and leadership balanced. 

• A process, not a type of person 

• Creating and/or building something of value 

• Identifying an opportunity 

• Pulling together the needed resources to pursue the opportunity 

• Developing and implementing a Business Plan 

• Involves uncertainty and the acceptance of risk 

 

Entrepreneurial risks: 

• Failure – “Sinking the Boat Risk” 

• Opportunity Cost – “Missing the Boat Risk” 

 

Entrepreneurial process: 

 

Business model generation: 

A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and 

captures value. The starting point for business model innovation should be a shared 

understanding of what a business model actually is. 

 

A business model is a blueprint for a strategy to be implemented through organizational 

structures, processes, and systems. The business model can be described through nine 

basic building blocks that show the logic of how a company intends to make money. 

 

The nine blocks cover the 4 main areas of a business: 

1. Customers 

2. Offer 

3. Infrastructure 

4. financial viability. 
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The 9 basic building blocks of how a company intends to make money: [BUSINESS 

CANVAS MODEL] 

1. Key activities  Describes the most important things a company must do to make 

its business model work 

• Are the most important actions a company must take to operate 

successfully. 

• Are required to create and offer a Value Proposition, reach markets, 

maintain Customer Relationships, and earn revenues. 

• Production: Activities related to designing, making, and delivering a 

product/service 

• in substantial quantities and/or of superior quality. 

• Problem solving: Coming up with new solutions to individual customer 

problems. Consultancy, hospitals. Calls for knowledge management. 

• Platform/network: Business models based on networks, matchmaking 

platforms, software, etc. (eBay, Visa, Microsoft) 20 

 

2. Key partners  Describes the network of suppliers and partners that make the 

model work 

• Companies forge partnerships for many reasons, and partnerships are 

becoming a cornerstone of many business models. 

• Companies create alliances to optimize their business models, reduce risk, 

or acquire resources. 

• Different types of partnerships: 

i. Strategic alliances between non-competitors 

ii. Coopetition: strategic partnerships between competitors 

iii. Joint ventures to develop new businesses 

iv. Buyer-supplier relationships to assure reliable supplies 

• Optimization and economy of scale  Optimization and economy of scale 

partnerships are usually formed to reduce costs, and often involve 

outsourcing or sharing infrastructure. 

• Reduction of risk and uncertainty  Strategic alliance in one area to reduce 

risk in a competitive environment characterized by uncertainty 

• Acquisition of particular resources and activities  Partnerships motivated 

by needs to acquire knowledge, licenses, or access to customers. 

 

3. Key resources  Describes the most important assets required to make a business 

model work 

• These resources allow an enterprise to create and offer a Value Proposition, 

reach markets, maintain relationships with Customer Segments, and thus 

earn revenues. 

i. Microchips require capital intensive facilities, designers’ human 

capital 

• Key resources can be physical, intellectual, human, or financial 

i. Wal-Mart global network of stores and related logistics. 

ii. Amazon extensive IT, warehouse and logistics infrastructure 

iii. Intellectual resources difficult to develop, but offer substantial value 

iv. Nike and Samsung rely on brand as key resource 

v. Microsoft and SAP depend on intellectual property 

vi. Knowledge intensive sectors rely on human resources and human 

creativity 
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• Key resources can be owned or leased by the company or acquired from key 

partners. 

 

4. Value proposition  Describes the bundle of products and services that create 

value for a specific customer segments: 

• Is the reason why customers turn to one company over another. 

• Consists of a selected bundle of products and/or services that caters to the 

requirements of a specific Customer Segment. 

• May be innovative and represent a new or disruptive offer. 

• May be similar to existing market offers, but with added features and 

attributes. 

• Creates value for a Customer Segment through a distinct mix of elements 

catering to that segment’s needs  Values may be quantitative (e.g. price, 

speed of service) or 

• qualitative (e.g. design, customer experience). 

 

• Value proposition elements: 

i. Newness: when it satisfies an entirely new set of needs that 

customers previously didn’t perceive because there was no similar 

offering. 

ii. Performance: Improving product or service performance has 

traditionally been a common way to create value. 

iii. Customization: Tailoring products and services to the specific 

needs of individual customers or Customer Segments creates value. 

iv. Getting the job done: Creating value by helping a customer get 

certain jobs done. 

v. Design: A product may stand out because of superior design. 

vi. Brand/Status 

vii. Price: Offering similar customer value at a lower price 

viii. Cost reduction by helping customers to do so. 

ix. Risk reduction by guarantees when buying a product 

x. Accessibility: Making products and services available to customers 

who previously lacked access to them is another way to create 

value. 

xi. Convenience/usability Making things more convenient or easier 

to use can create substantial value. 

 

5. Customer relationships  What types of relationships to establishes with specific 

Customer Segments: 

• Relationships can range from personal to automated 

• Drivers are the following motivation: customer acquisition, customer 

retention and boosting sales (upselling) 

 

• Types of relationships: 

i. Personal assistance 

ii. Dedicated personal assistance 

iii. Self-service 

iv. Automated services 

v. Communities 

vi. Co-creation 
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6. Customer segments  who do you want to reach and serve? 

• Customers comprise the hearts of any business model! 

• May be grouped into distinct segments with common needs/behaviors/… 

• Business models are designed around a strong understanding of customer 

needs 

 

• Customer groups represent separate segments if 

i. Their needs require and justify a distinct offer 

ii. They are reached through different Distribution Channels 

iii. They require different types of relationships 

iv. They have substantially different profitability's 

v. They are willing to pay for different aspects of the offer 

 

• Customer segments 

i. Mass market don’t distinguish different Customer Segments  

Focus on one large group; consumer electronics 

ii. Niche market cater to specific, specialized Customer Segments  

Specific requirements or customers; car part manufacturers 

iii. Market Segments based on slightly different needs and problems 

 Bank distinguishes customers < k€ 100 and > k€ 500 in assets 

iv. Diversified is serving two unrelated Customer Segments with very 

different needs and problems  Amazon moving selling cloud 

computing services 

v. Multi-sided platforms (or multi-sided markets) serve two or 

more interdependent Customer Segments  Credit card needs 

holders and merchant base 

 

7. Revenue streams: 

• Revenue is the cash a company generates from each Customer Segment. 

• Revenue Streams are a business models’ arteries 

i. For what value is each Customer Segment truly willing to pay? 

ii. Successfully answering that question allows the firm to generate 

one or more Revenue Streams from each Customer Segment. 

 

• Two types of Revenue Streams 

i. Transaction revenues resulting from one-time customer 

payments. 

ii. Recurring revenues resulting from ongoing payments to either 

deliver a Value Proposition to customers or provide post-purchase 

customer support. 

 

• Revenue streams: 

i. Asset sale  Selling ownership rights to a physical product. 

Amazon.com, … 

ii. Usage fee  Generated using a particular service. Telecom 

operator, hotel. 

iii. Subscription fees  Generated by selling continuous access to a 

service. Gym, Warcraft online. 
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iv. Lending/Renting/Leasing  Temporarily granting someone the 

exclusive right to use a particular asset for a fixed period in return 

for a fee. Zipcar.com 

v. Licensing  Derives from intermediation services performed on 

behalf of two or more parties. Media industry, technology patents. 

vi. Advertising  Fees for advertising a particular product, service, or 

brand. Media industry, event organizers, internet services rely on 

advertising. 

 

8. Channels (sales distribution)  Describes how a company communicates with 

and reaches its Customer Segments to deliver a value proposition. 

• Communication, distribution, and sales Channels are a company's interface 

with customers. (Customer touch points) 

• Channels serve several functions, including: 

i. Raising awareness among customers about a company’s products 

and services 

ii. Helping customers evaluate a company’s Value Proposition 

iii. Allowing customers to purchase specific products and services 

iv. Delivering a Value Proposition to customers 

v. Providing post-purchase customer support 

 
9. Cost structure  Describes all costs incurred to operate a business model 

• Creating and delivering value, maintaining Customer Relationships, and 

generating revenue all incur costs that can be calculated relatively easily 

after defining Key Resources, Key Activities, and Key Partnerships. 

• Some business models, though, are more cost-driven than others. 

• So-called “no frills” airlines, for instance, have built business models 

entirely around low Cost Structures. 

 

• Cost-driven vs value-driven: 

i. Cost-driven (EasyJet, Ryanair)  Aims at creating and maintaining 

the leanest possible Cost Structure, using low price, maximum 

automation, and extensive outsourcing. 

ii. Value-driven (Luxury hotels)  Focus is on value creation 

Premium Value Propositions and a high degree of personalized 

service usually 

iii. characterize value-driven business models. 

 

• Cost Structures characteristics: 

i. Fixed costs remain the same despite the volume of goods or 

services produced. (Salaries, rents, manufacturing facilities) 

ii. Variable costs vary proportionally with the volume of goods or 

services produced. 

iii. Economies of scale are advantages that a business enjoys as its 

output expands. Lower bulk purchase rates. 

iv. Economies of scope are advantages due to a larger scope of 

operations. Marketing activities or Distribution Channels for multiple 

products. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE BUSINESS CANVAS MODEL (THE 9 BUILDING BLOCKS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Banking example: 

 

 


